In this paper we analyze the effects of parameter mismatches on the behavior of induction motors under IFOC in speed regulation tasks. In Section 2 the system modeling and the control equations are given. Then we generalize and deepen the results of [2] in two directions. First, in Section 3, the robustness of the global stability property is given a quantitative measure by means of a Lyapunov analysis similar to that in [2]. Second, in Section 4, a bifurcation analysis is presented in terms of two parameters, namely the motor load and The dynamic model of a current driven induction motor expressing the rotor flux and the stator currents in a reference frame rotating at synchronous speed is given by [7, 5, 11:
Introduction
Indirect Field Oriented Control (IFOC) is a well established and widely applied control technique when dealing with high performance induction motor drives [7, 5, 11. Yet, it was not until very recently that this control scheme has been provided a firm theoretical foundation [9, 8, 21 .
The comissioning of an IFOC requires the knowledge of a single motor parameter, namely the rotor time constant, which can vary widely in practice [4, 61. The robustness of this control strategy against mismatches in this parameter has been analyzed in [2], where the robust global stability of the operating point has been established from a qualitative standpoint. A range of the parameter mismatch that guarantees the uniqueness of the equilibrium point for any loading condition has also been given.
In this paper we analyze the effects of parameter mismatches on the behavior of induction motors under IFOC in speed regulation tasks. In Section 2 the system modeling and the control equations are given. Then we generalize and deepen the results of [2] in two directions. First, in Section 3, the robustness of the global stability property is given a quantitative measure by means of a Lyapunov analysis similar to that in [2] . Second, in Section 4, a bifurcation analysis is presented in terms of two parameters, namely the motor load and The dynamic model of a current driven induction motor expressing the rotor flux and the stator currents in a reference frame rotating at synchronous speed is given by [7, 5, 11: (1)
where x1 and 2 2 represents the quadracture axis and direct axis rotor fluxes, respectively, w is the rotor speed, u1, u2 and u3 stand for the inputs -the slipping frequency, the direct axis current and the quadrature axis current respectively; Tm is the load torque, which is a.ssumed constant, and the "e" parameters are all positive. In particular, c1 represents the inverse of the rotor time constant, which is a critical parameter for indirect field oriented control. The model considered in [2] is (1)(2)(3) with c3 = 0.
In speed regulation applications the indirect field oriented control strategy is usually applied along with a PI speed loop. This control strategy is described by the following equations [7, 21:
where E1 is a.n estimate for the inverse rotor time constant c1, ICp and ki are the gains of the PI speed controller, wref is the constant reference velocity and U! is some constant which defines the flux level.
If el = c1, t'nat is, if we have a perfect estimate of the rotor time constant, we say that the control is tuned, otherwise it is said to he detuned. Accordingly, we define (7) as the degre of tuning. It is clear that K > 0 and the control is tuned if and only if = 1.
The closed-loop system (1)-(3) with the control (4)- (6) is a fourth-order system that can be described as:
We shall analyze the stahility properties of the closedloop system (8)-(11) and its dependence on the loading conditions and the degree of tuning K .
Lyapunov analysis
A Let us define a change of coordinates z = x -x e , where xe = [x; 3 : ; xg represents a generic equilibrium point. The system can he described in these coordinates as Define also, for convenience of notation:
We will study the stahility of the origin t = 0 by means of the quadratic Lyapunov function candidate 
Condition (23) guarantees that this interval is not empty.

0
The robust global stability of the IFOC close to the tuned condition for general systems can be established as a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 The equilibrium8 of the system (13)-(16)
is globally asymptotically stable provided that K = 1 or suficiently close to this value. 4 Bifurcation analysis 4.1 Parameterization of the equilibria We start our analysis by studying the equilibria of the system (8)- (11) The equilibrium values of the fluxes can be obtained rewriting (26)(27) as
where we have defined the dimensionless variable r = A 2. Solving (30) for X I , x; yields
Now, from (28)(29) it is clear that
Substituting (31)(32) into (34) we get
(35)
Let us define also r* e ea2cp, which is a dimensionless quantity that represents the system loading, since it is proportional to the steady-state developed electrical torque 5 " ' . Also note that r* equals the value of r in the tuned condition. Then, from (35), it follows that r must satisfy the following polynomial equation
Collecting equations (31), (32) and (33) and the definition of r we can write the equilibrium point as
The equilibrium is now parameterized in terms of a single dimensionless quantity r, which satisfies equation (36). This is a third order polynomial equation whose coefficients -which are dimensionless as welldepend only on the degree of tuning K and the motor load as denoted by r*.
Uniqueness of the equilibrium
The real solutions of equation (36) give the equilibrium values of r for any given degree of detuning -K -and any given load -r* . It is clear that equation (36) has at least one and at most three real solutions, depending on the particular values of K and r*.
Theorem 2 Assume that
and comia!er the following inequalities:
If (39) and (40) 
0
This result is ilustrated by Figure 1 , where the limits described by (39) and (40) are ploted. The point where the two curves intersect is K = 3, r* = p. For large K the upper bound (40) tends to r* = 0.5 and the lower bound (39) tends to zero, as can be seen by analysis of equations (39) and (40). The system has three equilibria if the tuning and loading conditions lie in between the two curves and a unique equilibrium outside. At each one of the two curves, two or more of the three equilibria coincide. 
Local stability analysis
The jacobian matrix of the system (8)- (11) 1 + n2r2 all its eigenvalues in the closed left half plane. Accordingly, we can verify from (47) that det(J(1, r)) > 0 V r .
As the parameters K and r* vary, loss of stability can be detected by the eigenvalues of the jacobian, as either a pair of complex eigenvalues or a single real eigenvalue cross the imaginary axis towards the right half plane. On the other hand, the crossing of a real eigenvalue through zero can be detected just looking at the sign of d e t ( J (~, r ) ) in (47). This determinant is the product of positive quantities and a fourth-order polynomial in r. Thus it is zero if and only if the polynomial is zero:
Since this equation is the same which describes the points where the number of equilibria changes (equation (44)), the following fact has been established.
Fact 1 The system (8)-(11) presents turning points (saddle-node bifurcations) at the solutions of equation (48).
0
Then the curves in Figure 1 represent bifurcation surfaces in the parameter space, that is, they give the locus of all the turning points in this space [3, 101. It is instructive to look at the branching diagram obtained varying r* for a given K . Figure 2 presents the branching diagram for K = 4. Two turning points can be seen, associated to the crossing of each one of the two curves in Figure 1 . This branch topology is known to cause the occurrence of jumps and hysteresis [lo].
We conclude this Section by stating a local stability fact that follows from the above development.
Fact 2 Assume no Hopf bifurcation takes place for any positive value of r* and K . Then the system (8)-(11) has at least one locally exponentially stable equilibrium point for all positive values of IC, r*. Moreover, equilibria such that (43) is satisfied will be locally exponentially stable, whereas other equilibria will be unstable.
We know from the stability analysis in the previous Section that for the tuned condition the .Jacobian has 
Discussion
The conditions for saddle-node bifurcations in Section 5 are given in terms of the normalized load/flux rate r* and the normalized parameter mismatch IC. The range of parameters for which these bifurcations occur represent a low load/flux rate, which implies that operation under high flux yields smaller stability margins. In any case, no saddle-node bifurcation occurs for IC < 3.
Hence, in terms of robustness alone, it might be a good idea to "aim low" at the parameter c1 when comissioning an IFOC, thus preventing a high value of K . From this point of view it is also advisable to use low flux levels in order to avoid the saddle-node bifurcations.
When three equilibria are present, and under the assumptions of Fact 2, two equilibria are locally asymptotically stable and the third one is unstable -Fact 3. The stable equilibrium which appears with low T in the branch diagram 2 is the operating point and the other stable equilibrium presents a much larger current level. In actual operation, as the load varies passing through a saddle-node bifurcation the system will jump from the operating point to the other stable equilibrium, which is likely to cause severe damage to the motor.
The Lyapunov analysis in Section 3 provides a test for the global stability in different operating conditions. The robustness property given in [2] has been given a quantitative measure, applicable for any given system. It is important to stress that neither the bifurcation topology given in Section 4 nor the existence of this robustness property depend on the design of the PI con- 
